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Captured by s (Futa Fantasy #2)Kira was a fiery woman who left her tribe to roam the world, tired of

the suffering of her people. She knew most of the races in the continent believed her people to be

barbarians, but she wanted to show them wrong and become a great hero, fighting for the good of

all and hopefully changing their opinions about her tribe.The sight of an attack on a trade caravan

made Kira believe her chance came earlier than she expected, but the truth was that she wasnâ€™t

ready for the challenges that came ahead, because as she came to the merchantsâ€™ rescue, Kira

found herself facing a group of s. The redhead knew she would have to fight with everything she got

because it wasnâ€™t just her life in line. Defeat against an  would mean slavery and Kira refused to

even contemplate such a thing, but would she succeed?Captured by s is the second book in the

Futa Fantasy series. It features futanari (hermaphrodite) sex, magical cocks, public sex, and futa on

female. For adults only!
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1.5 starsF/Futa sex fantasy, action**** 63 pages ****There's good reason I've avoided this futa

genre with their sleazy books and their sleazy book covers... and not because of the altered



anatomy. I have to actually believe there's two females involved!!! Writers who take on this genre

just don't get what lesbian futa might look like.I really couldn't differentiate between any of the

characters here. I knew there was... The Redhead. The Blonde. The Brunette. One of the captured

women was Kira. No real description at all. No character development. WHO ARE THESE

PEOPLE??I don't know but I thought with 63 pages, this author might actually try to tell a story.

There is an attempt but it is almost entirely narration for days. I know there was long and boring fight

scenes. Women were kidnapped and forced/drugged into sexual acts with the s in a public arena...

after  drank a magic potion that had a different effect, depending who drinks it: a) hurts men b)

makes human women lustful c) causes  women to sprout a phallus. That's some potion, lol. Beyond

that there just wasn't much plot or sensuality or characters I gave a hoot about.There were a few

sex scenes but I wouldn't call them erotic (and not all were rapey). It was just not-very-descriptive

pornography and the phallus could have been on a male.. or a bunny ... or a tree. pfft.I will say that,

technically, the writing was readable and wasn't blatantly riddled with typos as a lot of these sort of

books are.I would like to see a real lesbian who has a clue about erotica take on this genre.

Because this genre just tends to add up to hetero sex. And if there's no sensuality... it's just not

erotica to me. FURTHERMORE... this genre is *not* transgender, lol... futa is futa. I feel sorry for

any author who has to shelve such a story here, lol...

Cute and different

Tired of reading rape stories billed as erotica.
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